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 Fiat ecu scanner 2e. I have a brand new scanner and when i connect it to my phone it reads it as a 1. I’m getting an error “Can’t
find mountpoint for /var/cache/ecuscan. Reply. Roy Sayers 5 years ago. I am using an ecu that is an older version and would like

to get the newer version in order to use some new features in the computer software. I currently have the newer version of the
ecu all the files. I have a brand new scanner and when i connect it to my phone it reads it as a 1. Did you do anything special to

get the newer version of the ecu scanner on your phone? Please let me know what your ecu is, I’d be interested in knowing.
ecuscan. First of all I have to tell you that I have an old version of this software and the ecu works fine. 2. It’s not supported by
the manufacturer anymore. I would download the software update.zip file from their website and install it on your computer.

Please let me know if this helped. It really sucks that the manufacturer has stopped supporting this product. I bought this
because i loved it. Reply. tachy mccarthy 7 years ago. My scanner is working fine. It will read my acura tl because my windows
software is reading it as a Honda. However it is reading my 1999 toyota corolla. Any suggestions? Reply. I have a scanner that I
have never had a problem reading. Did you find a way to update the version? I have to scan EVERY single car I own to check

them out. I find it very frustrating and would love to have a scanner that is compatible with all of my cars. Reply. tony mcglynn
10 years ago. How do I get a new version of this software? Reply. john mcknight 1 year ago. Can this be updated to read models

You might try the latest version I just got the software update it says an error on my computer and is still a 1. Reply. tony
mcknight 1 year ago. How do I get a new version of this software? Reply. john mcknight 1 year ago. Can this be updated to read
models that did not come with the software Reply. Can any one help? Reply. Richard Rutledge 5 years ago. Can this be updated
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